The hybrid cluster computing is the computing based on the plaEform of hybrid clusters, which is the computer cluster consisting of both the stationary and mobile computers, interconnected by wireless and wired networks. The study presented in this paper contributes to the research of hybrid cluster computing in two aspects: one is that a prototype for the hybrid cluster computing is implemented based on the proposed framework with Java mobile objects and the mobile IP, the other is that the performance of the hybrid cluster computing is studied, especially the trade-off between the communication load and the computational load. Experimental results are presented.
Introduction
In recent years the technology advance with the everincreasing performance of individual workstations and communication networks gives the momentum to the research on cluster computing. A cluster in the computing context is a collection of networked computer systems that form, in varying degrees, a single unified computing resource. With powerful personal computers (PCs) and high-bandwidth, low-latency network connections, such a cluster can achieve similar or better performance and reliability than traditional mainframes or supercomputers. For example, the Berkeley Network of Workstations (NOW) [ 11 combines commodity workstations and switch-based network components to a successful largescale parallel computing system. Moreover, the cluster computing using commodity components is an appealing and cost effective way to serve the computationally intensive applications [ 2 ] . For example, the Beowulf project [3] uses multiple Ethernets with TCP/IP to cluster multiple PCs for the distributed and parallel computing.
With the popularity of portable computing devices with wireless links, mobile terminals are becoming commonplace in clusters. In this paper, the hybrid cluster, which is the computer cluster with both the stationary and mobile computers, is considered as the platform for distributed and parallel computing. Normally, the portable terminals have low processing power, small memory, and limited battery lifetime; and wireless links have low bandwidth, large transmission latency, and high packet loss rate. Because of these characteristics, distributed parallel applications that have good performance in wired networking environments may not have the same performance in the hybrid environment.
It is important for mobile users to access heavy computational resources to achieve ubiquitous computing [4]. Imagine, for example, an architect walking around a museum to re-design it. Using a wearable computer, the architect selects different design patterns and the proposed alterations get superimposed onto the 3D images presented on a head-mounted display as the surrounding view for evaluation. The wearable computer delegates the computationally intensive 3D rendering to powerful workstations and collects the results for rendering 3D views.
There are many other scenarios that have common features with the example above: the mobile users take advantages of remote computing facilities to fulfill computationally intensive tasks. Therefore, hybrid cluster computing, i.e., distributed and parallel computing involving the mobile wireless computing environment, has recently gained a lot of research interest. There are papers [5-71 addressing the potential problems of mobile wireless computing, such as timeliness issue of nodes migrating, termination detection in distributed algorithms, etc. The prototype performance of the hybrid cluster computing is an open research area. This paper contributes: (i> a framework and a prototype implementation for the hybrid cluster computing with Java mobile objects and mobile IP, and ( i i ) the performance study of the hybrid cluster computing, especially the trade-off of the communication load and the computational load based on the experimental results.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes the framework of the hybrid cluster computing and presents the design concerns regarding its flexibility. Then details of the prototype implementation of the hybrid cluster are described in Section 3. Experimental results and corresponding analysis of distributed parallel applications using the prototype of the hybrid cluster are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper.
Design of Hybrid Cluster Computing
The hybrid cluster computing is the computing based on hybrid clusters. Our design goal is to propose a flexible framework for hybrid cluster computing and address its flexibility concerns.
Framework Design
The framework is designed as in Figure 1 . Commodity computers and networks provide the hardware support for hybrid cluster computing, and parallel and distributed applications take advantages of the single system image by the cluster middleware supporting the mobile objects and wireless awareness. Since it is unreasonable to expect the entire network to be available to the mobile user wherever and whenever the computational resources are required, it would be useful if a flexible framework can be deployed so that the mobile users can define their own hybrid clusters at runtime as needed. The hybrid cluster computing here is called the hybrid flexible cluster (HFC) computing because its framework is designed with the following flexibility features in mind. 
Parallel and Distributed Applications

Commodity Flexibility
Instead of using the standard Ethemet network interface cards (NIC), some clusters in the existing research [l] chose a few high-performance NICs such as Myrinet cards for network connection. However, HFC uses standard Ethernet because of cost and availability. A commercial commodity wireless LAN such as Proxim RangeLAN is also used. HFC consists of personal computers and workstations running different versions of Windows and UNIX because of their popularity. Thus the commodity flexibility of the HFC is achieved.
Deployment Flexibility
The HFC framework embeds the techniques needed to build a flexible cluster that may be deployed easily by a mobile user given that computational nodes and relevant networking support exists for them. A hybrid cluster may be set up using any available node over the Intemet. This has been made possible with the introduction of interactive advertisements by the potential computational nodes that wish to offer service to any cluster coordinator who broadcasts or multicasts a request seeking nodes for the hybrid cluster. With mobile IP the nomadic nodes can be connected into the cluster seamlessly across the Intemet with roaming support. The cluster middleware is implemented in Java so that the middleware can provide the single system image of the hybrid cluster to any computer with different OS platforms.
Implementation Flexibility
The whole middleware package has been developed using Java. Since Java allows one to easily load and define runtime classes, new mobile objects can be implemented, migrated, and processed at the remote computers in the hybrid cluster. A mobile object is defined as an object communicating between two applications, such as middleware agents in the HFC case. The object is not required to be autonomous as with most mobile agent architectures. It normally does not have its own threads and is not capable of moving itself autonomously between processes. Moreover, no semantic information is exchanged regarding the capabilities of mobile objects with the exception of their interfaces. This makes them flexible for implementation.
Mobile object incorporates both the code, which may be loaded using a ClassLoader, and the state, which may be extemalized using Java object serialization. Both are required elements to represent a mobile object.
Management Flexibility
A user is guided to create and manage a hybrid cluster via friendly interfaces. This liberates the user from identieing the networking topology of the cluster. For example, the available nodes identify and register themselves through advertisements at startup and also reply requests from the coordinator, which is a repeated polling operation for detecting new nodes that might become alive. Thus, the user can freely select the nodes to be included into the cluster. Wireless awareness [SI provides mechanisms for wireless media detection so that wireless characteristics can be managed automatically at the node startup time. Moreover, log-files for debugging and performance analysis are used for the management.
Extension Flexibility
The framework has been designed so that incremental changes to it can enhance the generality and usability of the hybrid cluster. The design is object-oriented and comprises clear interfaces and abstract classes that may be used to define new classes for the applications or the framework itself for extensions.
Prototype Implementation
Based on the framework design and flexibility features presented above, a prototype of the hybrid cluster is implemented. Since the cluster middleware is an essential component, first its structure is proposed, then its coordinator and computational agents are described, and finally its Java implementation are summarized. In addition, the hardware testbed of the hybrid cluster computing is described in details.
Structure of Cluster Middleware
Figure 2 illustrates the structure of prototype implementation of the cluster middleware. The two major parts, the coordinator and computational agents, communicate with mobile objects.
Figure 2. Structure of cluster middleware
Coordinator agent is the software that initiates the cluster, manages all the nodes that take part in the cluster processing, and coordinates all the functions related to job description and distribution. It may be used to coordinate the communication among the cluster nodes. It is referred to as coordinator or coordinator node in this paper.
Computational agent is the software that listens to the requests from different coordinators and services those requests, by being a part of the clusters, loading and executing the mobile objects that defines the distributed jobs submitted by the respective coordinators, and replying the results back.
Coordinator Agent
Normally, the mobile host acts as the coordinator and fixed nodes as computational stations. The coordinator coordinates the nodes in its corresponding hybrid clusters, i.e., it performs cluster setup and management. When a task comes, it dispatches jobs to the computational nodes according to task specifications and job distribution strategies. It also collects the feedback from the nodes and finalizes the task. The functionality of the main components of the coordinator agent is described below.
Cluster Setup. When coordinator agent is activated, it discovers all the connected nodes and their associated resources in its domain. When setup is called, it broadcasts or multicasts query messages, which also include the authentication codes, for the availability of computational nodes. According to the replies it collects, a hybrid cluster may be established. Its front end displays the current status of the hybrid cluster and allows the user to define a new cluster comprising a subset of nodes visible to this coordinator. There is also error-checking scheme for cluster setup.
Cluster Monitoring and Management. As some of the computational nodes leave the cluster, or the wireless link bandwidth and bit error rate change (wireless links get corrupted), the topology of the hybrid cluster changes. Therefore the coordinator has to collect the information about the nodes, and maintain the cluster status so that computing jobs can be dispatched accordingly.
Task Management. When the hybrid cluster has been setup, the user can use task manager wizard to specify the task or choose from the task type list, which includes all the task types the coordinator agent can deal with, and specify the parameters and provide the corresponding data or data files. Moreover, task monitoring is provided for multi-task scenario.
Job Distribution. Once the task has been presented, the coordinator agent may interactively or programmatically break the task into smaller sets and dispatch them to the computational nodes according to the current status of the hybrid cluster and predefined job distribution strategies, Communication: Sending and Receiving Data. A basic functionality of the coordinator agent is pushing data to the computational nodes, which includes the mobile code object and data object that the nodes need for parallel computing, and pulling data from them to finalize the result. Two separate threads are spawned to accept data and emit data. Also the protocol for data exchange such as the data format and the port addresses are standardized for all the nodes in the cluster. Communication channels provide connection-oriented and connectionless communication between the coordinator and the nodes.
Computational Agent
Security and Availability in Node Setup. A front end for setting up the computational node and guaranteeing the secure usage of the computing resource of this node has been designed to provide (i) the availability of the current node for participation in a cluster; (ii) the authentication code editing and checking for joining clusters; and (iii) the values specifLing the node's resource usage and the upper-bounds on the resource usage.
Information Service and Node Monitoring. A separate thread monitoring requests for information is spawned in the agent. Information regarding the node is supplied on demand to a query from the cluster coordinator in a predefined packet format. Both the query and corresponding reply are addressed to well-known ports. The queryservice and node-monitoring information mainly includes but is not limited to: (i) cluster affiliation, associated coordinator, and job information; and (ii) CPU load, memory usage, and etc.
This component may interface with an S N M P agent for monitoring the computational node. The front end displays the information of the clusters in which the node has the membership. Also it shows the name of the job running on this node, and the availability of the computing resource offered to different clusters.
Execution Engine. Conceptually, this facility executes the jobs in the computational nodes, as submitted by the coordinator. The jobs will be submitted in the form of Java classes and loaded into the engine to do the necessary computation. Execution engine is just a set of classes that allow other classes to be specified, loaded and instantiated at runtime. Distributed jobs (mobile objects) are distributed to the respective nodes by the Coordinator.
Communication: Sending and Receiving Data. The same functionality as that of the coordinator agent.
Middleware Java Packages
Three Java packages comprise the cluster middleware: edu.rutgers.caip.hc.app1ication The main classes are the two defined by the user, each identifying its problem domain. One class is the coordinator class; the other is the computational class. These two can be easily and flexibly implemented based on the abstract class interface provided by the package. edu.rutgers.caip.hc.coordinator These are middleware classes for the coordinator: the GUI class interacts with users and the coordinator class, which retains the data and controls the respective cluster. Other supporting classes exist here too, which include node discovery, task manager, communication threads, and etc. edu.rutgers.caip.hc.node The driver classes for the application's node. There is also a GUI class interacting with users and the node class, which holds the execution engine object and retains the job information for different clusters. In addition, there are classes for loading runtime mobile objects, monitoring node status, communicating with coordinators, and so on.
Testbed hardware
The testbed hardware comprises commodity devices. The topology of the testbed is shown as 
Experimental Results and Analysis
Experiments have been carried out based on the prototype implementation to study the performance of hybrid cluster computing. We quantitatively analyze the experimental data, the trade-off between the communication load and computation load of the hybrid cluster computing. In the experiments, the mobile laptop, Kliu, acts as the coordinator of hybrid clusters. And there are three available computational nodes, demian, tarquinia, and biko, which are stationary computers.
Two kinds of application have been tested: ( i ) prime number generation, where the communication load between the coordinator and the computational nodes is not heavy but scales up with the problem size, and (ii) matrix multiplication that requires a lot of communication between the coordinator and the nodes for exchanging the matrix information. Both applications consume a great amount of computational resources and can be processed ,in the parallel and distributed manner. The task here is to determine all the prime numbers between 1 and a certain positive integer, which is defined as the problem size. The job load is distributed evenly among the computational nodes in the cluster. After the mobile object is instantiated on a node based on the byte stream of its Java class that is transmitted from the coordinator ( K h ) , it asks the coordinator for the computing range. The coordinator sends the upper and lower ranges, and the node computes the prime numbers inside those ranges and transmits them back to the coordinator. Finally, the coordinator collects all the prime numbers from the nodes. Two-way handshake is used to guarantee a certain degree of communication reliability.
Before the computation begins, the coordinator starts a timer and after all the prime numbers have been collected it stops the timer. For each cluster size and problem size, ten cycles of experiments have been conducted. Then the approximate time range consumed in the whole computation is displayed and recorded as in Table 1.   1   3   4 Because the mobile node Kliu is always the coordinator in the experiments, the case of cluster size 1 means that all computation is conducted on Kliu and no communication among the nodes is required. When cluster size is 3, the computational nodes are demian and tarquinia. Biko is added as another node to increase the cluster size to 4. Figure 4 
Matrix Multiplication
The task is to compute the product of two matrices with large dimensions. It requires heavy communication between the coordinator and the computational nodes to exchange the matrix information. The job load is also distributed evenly or almost so to the nodes of the cluster.
After the mobile object is instantiated on a computational node, it asks the coordinator for the information about the matrices. The coordinator sends the dimension and the data of the split matrices, and the node computes the resulting sub-matrices and feeds them back to the coordinator. Finally, the coordinator collects all the sub-matrices from the nodes and forms the result matrix. Two-way handshake is again used for reliability. The timer is used as in the previous experiment.
The results show that the hybrid cluster computing does not enhance and sometimes even deteriorates the computing performance of the matrix multiplication for huge matrices because of the great communication overhead especial[y over the wireless links.
Analysis of the Results
We compare the baseline computation time of the single-node case of prime number generation with that of the three-and four-node cases ( Figure 5) . The computing performance is analyzed in terms of the trade-off between the computational load and communication load.
When the problem size is small, the disadvantage caused by the communication overhead overrides the advantages gained by the high computational power of the nodes. Thus, the time consumed by processing the task in a distributed manner is several times longer than that of processing it on a single machine. When the problem size becomes medium, the advantages gained by the high computational power of the nodes overrides the disadvantage caused by the communication overhead. Therefore, processing jobs in a distributed manner becomes a better choice.
As the problem size grows, the communication load scales up. In this example, the coordinator has to gather a huge amount of prime numbers data from the nodes, so the performance of distributed computing decreases.
Conclusions
This paper contributes a framework for the hybrid cluster computing implemented with Java mobile objects and the mobile IP. The performance of hybrid cluster computing is studied, particularly the tradeoff between the communication and the computational load. Future work will extend the existing prototype with:
Replacing node discovery and advertisement by a directory service protocol like SLP (Service Location Protocol) or LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol). This would allow a standard way of advertising and retrieving node information. Support for process migration. This would allow the process on one node to be transferred onto other nodes in the event that the first node desires to leave the cluster. Applying encryption schemes for the cluster security.
